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Named one of the Best Books of the Year by Named one of the Best Books of the Year by The StrandThe Strand
Nominated for the Shamus AwardNominated for the Shamus Award

"Pinter is among the best of a new generation of thriller writers." —Joseph Finder"Pinter is among the best of a new generation of thriller writers." —Joseph Finder

Five years ago, young Daniel Linwood disappeared without a trace. There were no ransom demands. His body was

never found. His family had presumed him dead and moved on after the devastation. But five years after his

disappearance, Daniel Linwood suddenly appeared at his parents’ front door. Without a scratch. And with no

memory of the last five years...

Reporter Henry Parker is granted the first interview with Daniel Linwood’s family. But in talking to Daniel, he

realizes that there are similarities between the boy's disappearance and a number of child abductions dating back

over the past decade. But to get to the bottom of these heinous crimes, Henry must turn to the one woman in his past

who still owns a piece of his heart.

And when Henry comes to believe that more children are in danger, he’s willing to put everything on the line to stop

a criminal. But it’s only a matter of time before another life is snatched away...and the clock is ticking.

”Ambitious...The emotional dichotomy makes Parker a captivating and complex protagonist...Pinter’s chunky plot,”Ambitious...The emotional dichotomy makes Parker a captivating and complex protagonist...Pinter’s chunky plot,

rapid pacing and credible dialogue do the rest.” —rapid pacing and credible dialogue do the rest.” —Publishers WeeklyPublishers Weekly
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